What math must students know and be able to use? That question is answered by the New York State Math Learning Standards. The standards have just been revised by New York State teachers and approved by the Regents. This New York Learns program will visit classes where Math Standards Committee members teach. You'll see Samuel Gompers High School in the Bronx, Enrico Fermi School of Performing Arts in Yonkers, IS 119 in Queens and the Capital District BOCES in Albany. Tune into tonight to meet the teachers who wrote the new standards. Jim Kadamus hosts the program.
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The New Math Standards: April 4 @ 1030 PM on PBS

What's new in math and why have the standards changed? The Math Standards in New York State have been revised. In every classroom math lessons are changing. Join New York State Education Commissioner Richard Mills and some of the educators who wrote the new Math Standards in this New York Learns.
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